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BFY 2012 Session XV “Breakout Discussions I” 

BFY Instructional Labs in Optics and Lasers  

Moderator: Shannon O’Leary (Lewis and Clark C) 
8:45 – 9:35 AM Friday, July 27, 2012 
 

Participants (5): Ernie Behringer (Eastern Michigan U), Jed Brody (Emory U), Ed 
Deveney (Bridgewater State U), Quyen Hart (Regis U), and Doug Martin (Lawrence U), 
 
Introduction by Shannon, who has put up the following outline on the board. 
 

I. Structure of the course 
a. “round-robin” 
b. all together 

II. Tension between “building expertise” and encouraging exploration, discovery, 
innovation 

III. Topics – what NOT to include? 
a. Criteria for choosing topics/experiments 

i. Beautiful/cool factor 
ii. Skill building 

iii. “fundamental” 
iv. historically significant 
v. personal favorite for instructor 

IV. Challenges in Implementation (& ways to cope) 
a. Time constraints 

i. Round robin 
ii. More extensive prelabs 

iii. Components for each lab  
iv. Prelim set up by you/TA 

b. Lab partner dynamics 
c. Financial support 

 
Discussion initially focused on the course at Lawrence U, and then on the individual 
situations of the participants.  It was noted that Bridgewater State got a new science 
building and just obtained 8 Newport Ed kits.  A practical time-saving suggestion while 
running labs was suggested: put out only the components that are needed during that lab 
(e.g., using Thorlabs racks).  It is noted that the SPIE Field Guide to Interferometric 
Optical Testing by Goodwin and Wyant (39$) contains useful information that can be 
used in the upper-level optics lab.  It was noted that Edmund Optics sells an educational 
kit (Optics Discovery Kit by OSA for ~ 18$).  It is noted that commercial equipment 
(e.g., TeachSpin interferometer, PASCO Advanced Optics) may be useful.  It was noted 
that Masters and Grove from IPFW have posted an optics lab manual on compadre.org.   
People also noted that e-Bay, and Surplus Shed can sometimes make useful optics 
available at bargain prices.  New faculty members are also encouraged to ask vendors for 
discounts.  It was also noted that microprocessors (e.g., Arduinos) can be used to control 
stepper drivers for mirror positioning, and that webcams can serve as “screens”; however, 
old webcams with bigger chips may be better to use if the software is available.   
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It was noted that there is a tension between developing understanding and covering a 
chosen amount of material.  It was noted that different software is available for the 
visualization of optical phenomena (e.g., WebTOP, Joptics, Physlets, Falstad Ripple 
Tank) and for optical design (OSLO, Code V, ASAP).  It was noted that the design 
software, however, involves significant overhead for effective use (e.g., at least a 3 hour 
tutorial for the students).  
 
One inexpensive experiment that was described involved illuminating a glass slide on 
rotating table by an expanded beam. One can use the resulting interference pattern to get 
the thickness of the slide by looking at the fringes of the reflected beam.  Another 
experiment, involving Lloyd’s mirror, is also inexpensive to do.   
 
Other texts that may be useful supplements include Optics by Green (a Dover book) or 
the online text by Justin Peatross (Brigham Young U).  CVI-Melles Griot has short 
guides that are useful (e.g., the one about aberrations).   
 
Action item: Collect links that are useful in optics and make available on compadre.org.     
 
 
 

 


